SuNPe 2019 public welfare activity
--An environmental protection journey.

On December 29th, 2019, SuNPe group sales team held a 15km trail walk journey as an environmental protection welfare activity in Dongting Lake Nature Reserve, Hunan province, aims to raise our members’ awareness of environmental friendly and deepen our understanding of the importance of environmental protection.

As a socially responsible industrial company providing prototyping techniques such as CNC machining, vacuum casting, injection molding, etc, SuNPe attaches great importance to environmental protection and works hard for it.

No matter how cold the weather is, everyone are all full of passion and vitality.
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With more than 200 species of organisms, Dongting Lake National Nature Reserve is one of the most important habitats for migratory birds. During this activities, our best protection for it is to leave no trash, just keep this beautiful landscape in our mind.

Adhering to the belief of protecting the environment, SuNPe has been committed to energy saving and emission during daily production process by using environmental cleaner, material, painting. And hope that through our meager strength, we can influence more people to participate in the environmental protection cause together.
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It was not only a trip about environment caring, but also was a special opportunity for our team member to improve team cohesion and team spirit. What we learned from this team building activity are teamwork and persistence. As the slogan shown on the banner "Will lies in tempering, success lies in persevering", it brought the confidence to us so that we can challenge 15km trail walker successfully.

During this trail walk activity, we realize that in the process of offering service from prototype to low-volume production, the keys for us to be the professional and reliable supplier for our customers are persistence and progress.